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Skill Games (Level 1) 

All the below skill games can be performed in almost any outdoor space. Before trying any skill 

games make sure you have a safe and open environment where you can freely practice. 

 

1) Throw and Trap 
Description: Find a suitable area where you 
have at least a square of 2m by 2m. Start with 
the ball in your hands and throw it slightly 
above your eye-line. Follow the ball with your 
eyes to your feet and try to control the ball 
with the top of your foot. Repeat this until you 
keep the ball within the square. 

What is needed: 
A ball 
A 2m by 2m square of space (does not need to 
be marked out) 

Progression: If you have a suitable area you can 
start by throwing the ball slightly higher than 
your previous turn. Remembering that one 
successful trap may not signify that you have 
mastered the skill. 
 
Finally try switching to your weaker foot, start 
this by throwing the ball to your stomach level 
to gain the technique and balance needed. 

Tips: 
Try to keep your eye on the ball at all times, 
even as it falls to your foot. Once it is near your 
foot, stop any movement in your foot so that 
you act as a cushion to the ball. 

Game Relation: 
Throughout a football match the ball will travel towards you at different speeds and heights and 
you will need to be able to control this ball in order to keep possession. The basics of ball control 

are broken down in the skill game and without the speed or pressure of a game you can learn how 
the ball reacts when you try to control and the importance of ball to eye coordination. 

 

 



 

 

2) Kick-Ups  
Description: This can be performed in almost 
any space. Start the game with your ball in your 
hand and release the ball to your foot and kick 
the ball back to your hands with inside of your 
foot. Once you have mastered this do the same 
with the top of your foot. 

What is needed: 
A football 
A 2m by 2m square of space 

Progression: Once you have mastered this, set 
yourself a target of the amount of kick-ups you 
should do before catching the ball. For 
example, increase to 2, 3 or 4 kick-ups. 
 
Once you have master 3 or 4 kick-ups try to 
involve your weaker foot but aim for a lower 
target. For example, do two kick-ups, 1 with 
your right and 1 with your left before catching 
the ball again. 

Tips: 
Remember the trick to kick-ups is to keep the 
ball low and not have to follow the ball above 
your eye line. 

Game Relation: 
Kick-ups or keepie uppies, is all about familiarising yourself with the football and the importance 

of your ball to eye and feet coordination as the ball is constantly changing levels and requiring you 
to change your stance whilst maintain eye contact. Although kick-ups are rarely seen in a game, 
the ability to complete a set of kick ups will increase your confidence of controlling the football. 

 

3) Target  
Description: For this skill game you will start by 
placing yourself 3 steps back from a target and 
practice passing the ball into that target. Once 
you have hit the target do not step back. 
Repeat the drill until you can hit the target 3 or 
more times in a row.  

What is needed: 
A football 
A Target (object) 

Progression: Once you have mastered this, set 
yourself back 5 steps and then further and 
further.  
 
To progress this drill further, move yourself 
away from the target at an angle, as well as 
further away. 

Tips: 
Do not try to hit the ball hard and make sure 
your non-kicking foot is pointing to the target. 

Game Relation: 
Even over a small distance the importance of accuracy when passing is vital. Keeping possession is 

a key aspect during a football match. If you can learn to correctly position your body and non-
kicking foot instinctively, then this will positively impact your ability to complete your passes 

during a match. By completing small skill games like this, passing will be coming a natural part of 
your game and allow you to start moving the ball across larger distances.  

 


